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Abstract – There exists an assertion in computer 
science community, which states, that there will not 
exist a single formal method for all aspects of the 
systems to be expressible in satisfying way. We are 
looking for the solution to this problem in 
combination of existing methods, which offer 
complementary properties for description of discrete 
system. The methods of our interest are Petri nets 
and Process algebra. In case of Petri nets, very 
useful properties are those of automatic generation 
of system invariants, algorithm for solving the 
reachability problem and graphic representation of 
system. Process algebra on the other hand offers 
easy way for system decomposition.  
The paper is devoted to the ACP2PETRI - a software 
tool for formal method transformations, based on 
results of research performed by the authors in past 
years [1]. The purpose of the tool is a transformation 
of source ACP [2,3] specification into the Petri net 
representation, while the linguistic semantics of 
source specification is preserved. The work described 
is supported by the grant No. 1/0377/03 of the 
VEGA- The Scientific Grant Agency of Slovakia. 
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 I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The ACP2PETRI performs the source ACP 
specification transformation into the resulting Petri net 
specification. The tool was implemented by using the 
Java programming platform. The choice of 
environment was influenced by the availability of 
packages for XML files processing - e.g. the Xerces 
parser [4] and the platform independence of the 
software produced by this technique. The source ACP 
specification is represented by menas new, XML-
based language PAML (Process Algebra Markup 
Language) by author, whereas the resulting Petri net 
specification uses the PNML (Petri Net Markup 
Language). Various Petri net tools support this 
interchange format, so we are able to utilize the 
properties offered. 
 
 

 II. THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES 
 
As we stated at the beginning of this paper, the 
ACP2PETRI tool is mostly based on results of 
research performed by the authors in the area of 
formal methods transformations. The theoretical 
foundations are published in [1, 8, 12]. At this paper 
only the brief introduction is presented. 
 
Elementary nets correspond to the atomic actions of 
the process algebra ACP extended by the empty 
process notion (ε) and the deadlock (δ) respectively 
(Fig. 1). 

a

Q = a Q = ε Q = δ

P = {Q}
I(P) = {Q}
F(P) = {Q}

P = {Q}
I(P) = {Q}
F(P) = ∅

 
Fig. 1  Elementary Petri nets 

 
Net operations correspond to the operators of the 
process algebra ACP and are necessary for obtaining a 
net semantics for more complex terms.  
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Fig. 2  Alternative composition 
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The operations discussed are: alternative composition 
(+), sequential composition (⋅), parallel composition 
( || ) with communication (ACP supports the binary 
communications only) and encapsulation operation 
(δH ), where the set H is set of actions to encapsulate. 
Net operations corresponding to the ACP operations 
mentioned above are explained by the figures Fig. 2, 
Fig. 3 and the Fig. 4 in brief. The full description of 
the operations the reader interested can find in [1, 8]. 
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Fig. 3  Sequential composition 

 
The encapsulation operation is unary operation, and 
the resulting Petri net is constructed in such a way, 
that transitions with labels from the encapsulation set 
(H) are removed from the net and incidental arcs are 
also removed.   
For obtaining the net-semantics of ACP terms we 
define the following rules: 

• ( ) ( ) ( )N Q R N Q N R+ = +  
• ( ) ( ) ( )N Q R N Q N R⋅ = ⋅  
• ( || ) ( ) || ( )N Q R N Q N R=  
• ( ( )) ( ( ))H HN Q N Q∂ = ∂  

 
While on the LHS of these equations symbols 
( || H+,⋅, ,∂ ) represents the operators of process algebra 
ACP, the same symbols at the RHS are the net 
operations introduced above.  
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Fig. 4  Parallel composition 

The resulting Petri net, corresponding to the 
transformed ACP term is equipped with the initial 
marking consisting of one token placed in the initial 
place of the composition. 
 
The approach overview is given in the algorithm 
ACP2PETRI: 
Algorithm: ACP2PETRI   
Input: closed ACP term  
Output: Petri net corresponding to given term  
Approach:  
• Construction of the resulting net  

o Application of net-composition rules  
o Optimizations in form of removing the 

simple-ε transitions and corresponding 
arcs 

o Identification of the places with the same 
names 

o Isolated parts of net (which are not 
reachable from the initial marking) are 
removed 

• Application of the encapsulation operation (if 
defined) 

• Initial marking setting 
 

III. PAML AS THE INPUT FORMAT 
 
The PAML (Process Algebra Markup Language) is a 
new XML-based language defined for the purpose of 
representing the ACP specifications in machine-
readable form by the author.  
The format of PAML file is defined by the 
corresponding DTD (Document Type Definition) 
document (Fig.5). By the methods offered by used 
Apache Xerces parser, it is possible to perform the 
validation of the source PAML file against this 
definition document. As the example of ACP 
specification serves the one-bit-buffer system (OBB) 
and the specification is listed on Fig. 10. The currently 
supported elements of the language are atomic action 
(XML element <ACTION>), variable (<VAR>) and 
operations: sequential composition (<SEQCMP>), 
parallel composition (<PARCMP>), alternative 
composition (<ALTCMP>) and encapsulation 
(<ENCAPS>). The set of atomic actions, which 
should be encapsulated from the ACP term, is defined 
by the <ENCSET> element. Parallel composition 
operation supports communication by the meaning of 
the communication function (γ). The XML element for 
definition such a communication function is 
<GAMMA> with attributes including both 
communicating actions and the result of 
communication (in ACP only the binary 
communications are allowed).   
The DOM (Document Object Model) a platform- and 
language-neutral interface that allows programs and 
scripts to dynamically access and update the content, 
structure and style of documents, was used as internal 
structure for algebraic specification representation [9]. 
The Document Object Model provides a standard  
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Fig.5 The PAML DTD definition document  
 
set of objects for representing HTML and XML 
documents, a standard model of how these objects can 
be combined, and a standard interface for accessing 
and manipulating them. The simplified DOM model 
for the OBB example, corresponding to the 
specification given in Fig.10 and Fig.11 respectively 
is depicted on Fig. 6. 
 

ACPEQUATION

ALTCMP

ACPTERMVAR

VARSEQCMPVARSEQCMP

SEQCMPSEQCMP

ACTIONACTIONACTIONACTION

ACPSPEC

 
Fig. 6  The DOM model for the OBB specification 

 
In PAML the specification is segmented 
hierarchically. The top element represents 
specification itself (<ACPSPEC>) and consists of 
definitions of equations (<ACPEQUATION>), 
communication functions (<GAMMA>) and 
encapsulations (<ENCSET>) possibly used in the  
 

 
equations of given specification. The equation next 
consists of the definition of LHS variable name (by 
the element (<VAR>)) and the RHS of equation is 
given by the ACP expression (term) with the 
corresponding PAML element <ACPTERM>. 

 
 

IV.  PNML AS THE OUTPUT FORMAT 
 
PNML (Petri Net Markup Language) is an XML-
based interchange file format for Petri-nets [5]. The 
PNML is flexible enough to integrate different types 
of Petri Nets and is open for future extensions. This 
makes it a good starting point for a future standard 
interchange format. Concepts, technology, 
conventions, layout, tools and modularity and analysis 
issues of the PNML are discussed in [7].  There is a 
variety of software tools with the PNML support 
(PNK, Renew, PEP, Design/CPN and CPN Tools) [7]. 
PNML has been strongly influenced by the 
development of the Petri Net Kernel (PNK) [6].  

 
 

V. PETRI NET TOOLS 
 
We have tested the results obtained by using the 
ACP2PETRI tool within the PNK and Renew 
environments. PNK is an infrastructure for building 
Petri net tools. Thus it provides methods to manage 
Petri nets of different types. PNK implements a data 
model for Petri nets that is similar to that of PNML. 
An example of the PNML file is listed on Fig.12.  Fig. 
7 shows the resulting Petri net depicted in the PNK 
editor. The PNK is able to read the PNML file 
produced by the ACP2PETRI and ‘Simulator’, ‘Self 

PAML DTD 
<!-- PAML DTD for process specifications --> 
<!ELEMENT ACPSPEC (GAMMA*,ENCSET*,ACPEQUATION+)> 
<!ELEMENT ACPEQUATION (VAR,ACPTERM)> 
<!ATTLIST ACPEQUATION INIT CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENT ACPTERM (ALTCMP|SEQCMP|PARCMP|ACTION|VAR|ENCAPS)> 
<!ELEMENT ALTCMP ((ALTCMP|SEQCMP|PARCMP|ACTION|VAR|ENCAPS), 
(ALTCMP|SEQCMP|PARCMP|ACTION|VAR|ENCAPS))> 
<!ELEMENT SEQCMP ((ALTCMP|SEQCMP|PARCMP|ACTION|VAR|ENCAPS), 
(ALTCMP|SEQCMP|PARCMP|ACTION|VAR|ENCAPS))> 
<!ELEMENT PARCMP ((ALTCMP|SEQCMP|PARCMP|ACTION|VAR|ENCAPS), 
(ALTCMP|SEQCMP|PARCMP|ACTION|VAR|ENCAPS))> 
<!ELEMENT ENCAPS (ALTCMP|SEQCMP|PARCMP|ACTION|VAR|ENCAPS)> 
<!ATTLIST ENCAPS ENCID CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENT ACTION EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST ACTION NAME CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENT VAR EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST VAR NAME CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENT GAMMA EMPTY> 
<!ATTLIST GAMMA ACT1 CDATA #REQUIRED ACT2 CDATA #REQUIRED RES CDATA #REQUIRED> 
<!ELEMENT ENCSET (ACTION*)> 
<!ATTLIST ENCSET ENCID CDATA #REQUIRED> 
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acting Simulator’ and other tools are available to the 
user. 
 

  
Fig. 7  Petri net for OBB in PNK 

 
Although the PNML is native format of this tool, we 
meet no problems when importing the PNML files and 
performing subsequent simulations. As a small 
drawback of the PNML code produced by the current 
version of ACP2PETRI can be recognized the fact, 
that there are no meaningful graphic coordinates 
assigned to elements of Petri net produced e.g. places, 
transitions and arcs. Using the visually oriented Petri 
net Editor tool of PNK and positioning elements 
adequately can fix this up.   
Renew is a Java-based high-level Petri net simulator 
that provides a flexible modeling approach based on 
reference nets [10]. There is also possibility to import 
the PNML definitions within this tool (Fig. 8). 
 

 
Fig. 8  Renew – importing the PNML specification 

 
During our work with this tool we were able to import 
the PNML specifications obtained from ACP2PETRI. 
When trying to run simulation, we would have to put 

initial marking (one token into the initial place) 
manually. Then the simulation ran correctly (Fig. 9).  
 

 
Fig. 9  Renew – OBB net in simulator 

 
VI. EXAMPLE 

 
As an example we give the model of simple system 
called one-bit-buffer, inspired by [2], p.105. It is a 
buffer with one input and one output port, with the 
ability to store the one bit of information. 
 

ACP Specification 
 

B = r1(0)s2(0)B + r1(1)s2(1)B 
 

Fig. 10  ACP specification of OBB 
 
So it means, system described is able to receive the ‘0’ 
value on input port (r1(0)), then send it to the output 
port  (s2(0)) and start the sequence again. The same 
behavior is allowed for the input value ‘1’.  
 

PAML Specification 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE ACPSPEC SYSTEM "PAML.dtd"> 
 
<ACPSPEC> 
  <ACPEQUATION INIT="true"> 
    <VAR NAME="B"/> 
    <ACPTERM> 
      <ALTCMP> 
      <SEQCMP> 
        <SEQCMP> 
          <ACTION NAME="r1(0)"/> 
          <ACTION NAME="s2(0)"/> 
        </SEQCMP> 
        <VAR NAME="B"/> 
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      </SEQCMP> 
      <SEQCMP> 
        <SEQCMP> 
          <ACTION NAME="r1(1)"/> 
          <ACTION NAME="s2(1)"/> 
        </SEQCMP> 
        <VAR NAME="B"/> 
      </SEQCMP> 
      </ALTCMP> 
    </ACPTERM> 
  </ACPEQUATION> 
</ACPSPEC> 

Fig. 11  PAML specification of OBB 
 
The ACP specification of OBB system is shown on 
Fig. 10 (simple recursive equation). The 
corresponding PAML transcription is on Fig. 11. The 
file with such content is an input file for the 
ACP2PETRI tool and the resulting PNML document 
(fragments only) listing can be found on Fig. 12. 
 

PNML Specification 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-
1"?> 
 
<pnml> 
  <net id="n1" type="PTNet"> 
    <place id="P1"> 
      <marking> 
        <graphics> 
  <offset page="1" x="-15" y="5" /> 
        </graphics> 
        <value>0</value> 
      </marking> 
      <name> 
        <graphics> 
    <offset page="1" x="15" y="5" /> 
        </graphics> 
        <value></value> 
      </name> 
      <initialMarking> 
        <graphics> 
    <offset page="1" x="0" y="5" /> 
        </graphics> 
        <value>0</value> 
      </initialMarking> 
      <graphics> 
        <position page="1" x="194" 
y="250" /> 
      </graphics> 
    </place> 
    ... 
    <transition id="T0"> 
      <name> 
        <graphics> 
    <offset page="1" x="0" y="5" /> 
        </graphics> 
        <value>r1(0)</value> 
      </name> 
      <graphics> 
        <position page="1" x="180" 
y="166" /> 
      </graphics> 
    </transition> 
    ... 
    <arc id="A0" source="P10" 
target="T0"> 

      <inscription> 
        <graphics> 
    <offset page="1" x="10" y="5" /> 
        </graphics> 
        <value>1</value> 
      </inscription> 
      <graphics> 
        <position page="1" x="192"  
y="75" /> 
      </graphics> 
    </arc> 
    ... 
    <firingRule> 
      <value> </value> 
    </firingRule> 
    <name> 
      <value> </value> 
    </name> 
  </net> 
</pnml> 

Fig. 12  PNML specification of OBB 
 
 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 
By the implementation presented, the availability of 
results achieved in the area of integration of process 
algebra and Petri nets was increased significantly. 
After the transformation of source ACP term, the 
consecutive analysis (or simulation) can be performed 
in variety of Petri net tools with the PNML support 
(e.g. the PNK or Renew).  The work presented is a 
part of multi-FDT environment for design and 
analysis of discrete systems, which is currently under 
development at DCI FEI TU. As the possible future 
work in the area we recognized the transformations in 
reverse direction – from the PNML notation of Petri 
net into the ACP specification (possible written in 
PAML language). 
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